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 Closure
is is a word you will hear (or definitely want to hear) oen, that a set is ‘closed’ under some operations.
It is hard to under-emphasize the importance of this ‘closure’. What it means is that if you combine two or
more elements from the set using that operation, the resultant is still within the set. For example, we can be
absolutely sure that adding two natural numbers will yield a natural number. However, that is not the case
when you are dealing with square roots. Unless you know what number you have, you cannot say whether
the answer is still a natural number. ings like this suck, since you can’t generalize something to all members
of the set.

Let us say that the group struure is not enough for you (it normally never is for anyone!), and that you
want atleast one more operation to play around with. So, you want the set to be closed under addition and
multiplication, for additive and multiplicative inverse (−𝑎 and 𝑎−1) to exist, and by implication the additive
and multiplicative identity element to also hang around somewhere close by.

Now that we have all these rules to play by, we hope we can find some interesting paerns. is idea works
everywhere, not only in mathematics - that more the rules/restriions, the more paerns in common you are
likely to find. If we say our set 𝑆 consists of all human beings, the number of commonalities is unlikely to be
many. If we say all human beings in IISc, then there are likely to be more things in common – laziness, cycles,
existential angst and so on. So, nowwe see what kind of funions can take arguments from this nice struured
set (which are called fields, by the way) and preserve the struure.

 Linear Transformations

For all praical purposes, we can assume our set 𝑆 to be the real line ℝ (Does every element have an additive
and multiplicative inverse? what are the additive and multiplicative identity elements?). To start off, let us take
all funions 𝑓 ∶ ℝ ↦ ℝ of the form

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑥 ()

Let 𝑦1 = 𝑓(𝑥1) and 𝑦2 = 𝑓(𝑥2) for some 𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑦1, 𝑦2 ∈ ℝ. Let us call 𝑦𝑖’s the transformed versions of the 𝑥𝑖’s. It
is easy to see that 𝑓(𝛼𝑥) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝛼𝑥 ≠ 𝛼𝑓(𝑥) and similarly 𝑓(𝑥1 + 𝑥2) ≠ 𝑓(𝑥1) + 𝑓(𝑥2). In English, this means
that the funions 𝑓 are not transparent to the two fundamental operations that we have defined on this set. It
makes a difference whether we add and then transform or transform and then add. You can also say that the
funions 𝑓 and the operations +, × do not commute. Now, as people who like things that are not conditional,
we do not like such things. If you work out why they don’t commute, you will see that it is due to the term 𝑎0
(Verify it atleast now!). So, we say we won’t use this term, and our funions now look like

𝑓(𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑛) = 𝑎1𝑥1 + 𝑎2𝑥2 + … + 𝑎𝑛𝑥𝑛 ()

for general funions 𝑓 ∶ ℝ𝑛 ↦ ℝ. In fa, it turns out that this is the only form which the funions 𝑓 can take
and still preserve addition (atleast).





If you remember your high school mathematics, this should remind you of a line that passes through the
origin. Funions such as these, which are transparent to the struure we impose on the set are called funions
that preserve the struure of the set. If you remember, We started off in PDF  by saying we want to have sets
with struure and something that preserves it, and this is an example.

Previously, we had taken elements from ℝ . We could have taken some ℝ𝑛, but we no longer have any
intuitive idea of multiplication – what is (2, 3) × (4, 2)? It turns out that this is not so bad, as long as we
can scale the elements of ℝ𝑛 with some elements in ℝ, i.e, something of the form 𝛼𝑋 = (𝛼𝑥1, 𝛼𝑥2, … , 𝛼𝑥𝑛).
Remember any element 𝑋 ∈ ℝ𝑛 is of the form 𝑋 = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑛). If you think about it, that is exaly what
is happening even when 𝑆 = ℝ. From here on, we can call those funions which preserve addition and scalar
multiplication as linear transformations.

 So, what’s the big deal?

It turns out to be quite a big deal, aually. ink of all the nice things we would like to add together or scale
– lengths, angles, populations, rainfall, velocities. ere are two methods of comparing quantities, one is by
addition (with the inverse, which is subtraion), which tells you how close things are or by taking ratios (which
is exaly trying to find out a scaling faor). So, whenever you are aually in the process of comparison, you
are doing one of these two (can’t think of anything else!). erefore, you definitely would want whatever
transformation you apply to your data to respe these operations.

Also, as we will see, since linear transformations are so nice, we would like to use them everywhere. If you
have a wiggly curve that looks like a child’s doodles, you can approximate it using straight lines. If you have a
plot of data points, you would like to fit a line to check for trends, if you want to find area of something, you
approximate it using reangles, if you want to find the angle between two curves, you find the angle between
the tangents to the curves at that point. It seems that the only kind of geometrical obje we are comfortable
dealing with is the straight line!

 Geometry and Algebra

First thing we must realise what historically mathematics was used for – it was a means of not only under-
standing some ideal objes like points and lines but also a system by which we could put our intuitions or
ideas in a form such that the huge hammer of logic could be brought to bear on those ideas. Do you think that
something ‘feels’ like it should be like this or that? well, no problem, if you can define this or that properly, you
can compare something with this and that and make sure for yourself. e Greeks were fascinated by geometry
and they would try and prove all kinds of things for geometrical objes. But our imagination, unfortunately, is
limited by our world – it is inherently three dimensional. erefore, it is not surprising that the ancients never
bothered about angle between twelve dimensional lines or something like that. However, one would still like
to explore such objes for kicks if nothing else.

is is where algebra comes in – if we can codify in algebra our basic intuitions, we should be able to
generalise ideas in manners which we (literally) cannot imagine. For example, if we can codify the notion of
length (like we did last time), we can not only define length in how many ever dimensions we like, but also
come up with strange new notions of lengths. While some people get put off looking at algebra, one must
realise that without it, most of what goes by the name of science today would not be present – computers
are aer all glorified algebra-doers. ey cannot handle a circle, but they can tell you what √2460249 is.
erefore, , scientists using mathematics must understand what basic fas about the world are being encoded
in the algebra. It normally ends up being something commonplace or beautiful.




